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ABSTRACT
Objective: To describe the gender differences in verbal behaviour of physician-patient-companion (triadic consultations), and doctorpatient (dyadic consultations), and to assess the implications that these possible differences may have in clinical management and
interpersonal relationship. This article is the third and last part, which completes the analysis of a study on verbal behaviour in the
interview in family medicine, having previously published the data of gender differences without taking into account the presence of
companions of the patient, and the comparison of female patients with and without companion.
Participants and methods: Secondary analysis of existing dataset coded to explore patient-clinician verbal communication during
ambulatory visits in a family medicine ofﬁce in a health Centre in Toledo (Spain) was carried out. A qualitative and quantitative study was
performed by audio recording of the consultations and verbal content analysis of the interviews. A convenience sample was carried out. A
suitable sample number was considered when saturation occurred. Once the qualitative study was completed, the results of the number
of behaviours in the total of triadic and dyadic consultations were presented in a quantitative way (frequencies: Nº, %). The bivariate
comparisons were performed using the test of chi-square and exact probability Fischer.
Results: 10 unaccompanied consultations (dyadic consultations: physician-patient), and 10 consultations with companion (triadic
consultations: physician-patient and companion) were included in the analysis. There were more verbal behaviours in female patients
than in male patients [266 (65%) vs. 144 (35%)]. In the case of unaccompanied (dyad) female patients, there are less “Disagreeing” than
in males patients (1% vs. 16%; p < .05). In the case of female patients with a companion (triads) there are fewer “Proposing” than in males
patients (4% vs. 13%; p < .05). In female companions there are more behaviours of “Seeking Information” than in male companions (20%
vs. 4%; p < .05). In the triadic consultations with female patients vs. dyadic consultations with female patients, there are no statistically
signiﬁcant differences. In the triadic consultations of male patients vs. dyadic consultations with male patients, there are more verbal
behaviours of “Proposing“(13% vs. 3%, p < .05) and fewer of “Disagreement” (2% vs. 16%, p < .05).
Conclusions: In the clinical interview in family medicine, the presence of women in the dyadic or triadic consultation, or as a companion
of the patient, offers a better verbal behaviours proﬁle vs. male consultation or male companion, to achieve a good consultation. Triads’
consultations with male patients have a better proﬁle of verbal behaviours those dyads with male patients.
Keywords: Medical Chaperones; Family Practice; Family Members; Caregivers; Physician-Patient Relations; Interpersonal
Relationships; Methodology; Gender Differences; Verbal Behaviour Style; Communication; Language

INTRODUCTION
Verbal communication is the conscious effort of expression that
tries to facilitate the understanding of the message on the part of
the other through the use of the words. On the most obvious level,
language allows us to satisfy basic functions such as describing ideas,
making requests, and solving problems; but beyond these functions,
the way we use language also influences others and reflects our
attitudes in more subtle ways [1]. The cornerstone of general practice
is the consultation. Communication is an important component of
patient care, and the most important aspect of practice that health
care professionals have to master, particularly in primary medical
care [2-4].
The clinical interview is a technique or channel and place of
communication, where the doctor-patient relationship is produced
and developed. And communication in the doctor-patient
relationship points out signalizes (like signalling a path in the forest,
so that we can focus our field study on the natural values of the place)
the clinical setting [5-8]. The clinical interview and communication
seem to focuses on an encounter between two people: the patient
and the physician. But, in practice, a third person (companion, who
is usually a family member) frequently accompanies to the patient
during medical encounter (triadic consultation). Nevertheless studies
about the presence of a companion of the patient in consultation
are rather scarce in our environment. It should be noted that, the
subjective experience of disease is built by patient in the family context
and is expressed in the medical consultation, often, with the presence
of a companion of the patient [9-12]. The group communication
dynamics that are developed in the bipartite and tripartite meetings
are not identical. But previous research on communication in the
interview has focused primarily on “dyadic” consultations between
physician and patient [13-20]. If little is known about the presence of
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the patient’s companion in the family medicine consultation, the less
we know about gender differences in the dynamics of communication
in triadic interviews, although it has been reported that verbal
behaviour in interview in the family medicine consultation with
female patients vs. males shows more behaviours of “Supporting”,
and less of “disagreement” in women [21]. In this context, we carried
out a secondary analysis of existing dataset with the objective of
describing the gender differences in verbal behaviour of physicianpatient-companion in the triadic consultations, and doctor-patient
in the dyadic consultations, and to assess the implications that
these possible differences may have In clinical management and
interpersonal relationship

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Design and Variables
Secondary analysis of existing dataset coded to explore patientclinician verbal communication during ambulatory visits in a family
medicine office was carried out
The methodology of the study was qualitative, observational, and
narrative and has already been described previously [21,22]. Therefore,
only the fundamental data for the independent understanding of this
text are repeated, without having to read the previous publications.
During the months of November and December 2016, through the
audio recording of the consultation, and verbal content analysis of the
interviews, based on the identification of 6 categories of classification
of the behaviours in meetings that describe the class or behavioural
style of the interaction process, not its content, proposed by its
simplicity by Open University, and based on the principles of Bales
and Flanders, reviewed from a study by Huthwaite Research Group
[23]:
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1. Proposing a behaviour that advances a new concept or
suggests a course of action

of chi-square and exact probability Fischer. Control of validity and
reliability of the study has already been published [21,22,27].

2. Supporting or agreeing: a behaviour that includes a conscious
and direct statement of support or agreement with another
person or their concepts

RESULTS

3. Disagreement: a behaviour that involves a conscious and
direct statement of difference of opinion, or criticism of the
concepts of another person
4. Giving information: a behaviour that offers facts, opinions or
clarifications to other individuals
5. Seeking information: a behaviour that seeks facts, opinions or
clarifications of another individual or individuals
6. Building: a behaviour that extends or develops a proposal that
has been made by another person.
Other variables that were collected were age and sex the companion
and the patient. The study is descriptive in its approach since it aims
at describing an existing phenomenon and it is qualitative in nature
although the study uses a quantitative method for data collection and
complementary analysis.
In all cases the doctor was the same professional, a family doctor
who remains in the same consultation for over 25 years. The location
was a family medicine office, in the Health Centre Santa Maria de
Benquerencia, Toledo, Spain, which has a list of 2,000 patients.
Patients of both sexes over 14 years old were included (In Spain
family doctors attend patients over 14 years old). Companion was
defined as any person who accompanied the patient in the consulting
room or that consult instead the patient. Patients were included only
one time, thus, were excluded the repeated consultations of same
patient, including only the first visit. Also excluded were interviews in
which the patient was not present (his or her companion was alone),
when there were more than 1 companion with the patient (since it
made the verbal analysis very complicated by the interference of one
another), emergency consultations, and the phrases of courtesy of
initial and final greetings were not included in the content analysis
of the interview.
Sample
A non-random sampling, intentional - of convenience - was
carried out by the investigators. A suitable sample number was
considered when saturation occurred, i.e., no new data were obtained
[24]. The criterion of maximizing the diversity in obtaining the
sample was taken into account, and all types of interviews were
included, with the widest possible situations.
Analysis
The interview was recorded in audio, and later transcribed to
Microsoft® Word. With the written text of the interview, their content
was subsequently analyzed, classifying the interaction in the doctorpatient interview or in the physician-patient-companion group,
according to the 6 proposed categories [25,26].
Once the qualitative study is completed, the results of the
number of behaviours in the total of triadic and dyadic consultations
are presented in a quantitative way. This is only as an orientation,
because the size of the sample was not calculated as a quantitative, but
qualitative. The bivariate comparisons were performed using the test
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10 unaccompanied consultations (dyadic consultations:
physician-patient), and 10 consultations with companion (triadic
consultations: physician-patient and companion) were included in
the analysis.
There were 410 verbal behaviours of patients: 198 in dyads (101
in women, 97 in men), and 212 in triads (165 in women, 47 in men).
There were more verbal behaviours in female patients than in male
patients [266 (65%) vs. 144 (35%)]. In addition, 86 verbal behaviours
were recorded in patients’ companions (40 in women and 46 in men).
In the case of unaccompanied (dyad) female patients there are
more behaviours of “Supporting/Agreeing” and “Give information”
and less of “Disagreeing” than in male patients (34% vs. 28%; NS, 53%
vs. 45%; NS, and 1% vs. 16%; p < .05, respectively) (Table 1, Figure 1).
In the case of female patients with a companion (triads) there are
more behaviours of “Supporting/Agreeing” and less of “Proposing”,
than in male patients (42% vs. 32%; NS, and 4% vs. 13%; p < .05,
respectively) (Table 2, Figure 2).
In female companions there are more behaviours of “Seeking
Information” than in male companions (20% vs. 4%; p < .05) (Table
3, Figure 3). In the triadic consultations with female patients vs.
dyadic consultations with female patients, there are no statistically
significant differences (Table 4).
In the triadic consultations of male patients vs. dyadic
consultations of male patients there are more behaviours of
“Proposing“(13% vs. 3%, p < .05) and fewer of “Disagreement” (2%
vs. 16%, p < .05) (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
The clinical interview: dyads and triads
The clinical interview is an essential competence of the family
doctor and communication a key piece in the doctor-patient
Table 1: Verbal behaviours in female patients vs. Males in consultations without
companions (dyads).
DYADIC
DYADIC
RELATIONSHIP: RELATIONSHIP:
FEMALE
MALE PATIENTS
PATIENTS (N = )
(N = 5)

STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

VERBAL
BEHAVIORS

Nº (%)

Nº (%)

Proposing

1(1%)

3(3%)

Fisher exact test =
0.361241. NS.

Supporting or
agreeing

34(34%)

27(28%)

X2 = 0.7885.
p = .374558. NS.

Disagreement

1(1%)

15(16%)

X2 = 13.9551.
p = .000187.

Giving
information

54(53%)

44(45%)

X2 = 1.3001. The
p -value is .254189.
NS.

Seeking
information

9(9%)

4(4%)

X2 = 1.8484.
p = .173966. NS.

Building

2(2%)

4(4%)

Fisher exact test =
0.437855. NS.

Total

101(100%)

97(100%)

Edad

X = 41
(rango: 32-46)

X = 51
(rango: 38-62)
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Figure 1: Verbal behaviours (%) in female vs. Males patients in consultations without companions (dyads)

Table 2: Verbal behaviours in female vs. Males patients in consultations with
companions (triads).
TRIADIC
TRIADIC
RELATIONSHIP: RELATIONSHIP:
FEMALE
MALE PATIENTS
PATIENTS (n = 7)
(n = 3)
VERBAL
BEHAVIORS

STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

Nº (%)

Nº (%)

7(4%)

6(13%)

X2 = 4.617. p =
.031656.

Supporting or
agreeing

70(42%)

15(32%)

X2 = 1.6821. p =
.194648. NS.

Disagreement

7(4%)

1(2%)

Fisher exact test =
0.687859. NS.

Giving
information

71(43%)

21(45%)

X2 = 0.0406. p =
.84037. NS.

Seeking
information

9(6%)

2(4%)

Fisher exact test =
1. NS.

Building

1(1%)

2(4%)

Fisher exact test =
0.124283. NS.

Proposing

Total

165(100%)

47(100%)

Edad

X = 45 (rango:
14-64)

X = 52 (rango:
20-70)

relationship. Health care and its outcomes depend on how the
professional and the consultant communicate, since profitable
communication is a major component in health recovery [14,28]. The
conceptualization and physician training focuses on an encounter
between two people: the patient and the physician; in practice, a
third person (companion) frequently accompanies a patient during
medical encounter, and there is a high prevalence of the presence
of companion (25% of the interviews are with companions; triadic
consultations) [10,29]. It has been reported that the presence of a
companion can improve medical proposals or interventions [22,3033].
Gender differences in verbal behaviour style in interviews
in family medicine
The relationship between gender and language is a confusing
SCIRES Literature - Volume 1 Issue 1 - www.scireslit.com
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subject. There are many differences in the ways men and women
speak: the content of their conversations varies, as do their reasons
for communicating and their conversational styles [1]. A variety
of sociolinguistic studies have showed that boys use talk to assert
control over one another, whereas girls use talk to maintain harmony.
Women behave differently in conversations than do men; so, women
ask more questions in mixed-sex conversations than do men [34,35].
Men are more likely than women to emphasize making conversation
fun. By contrast, women’s conversations focus more frequently on
feelings, relationships, and personal problems. Because women use
conversation to pursue social needs, female speech typically contains
statements showing support for the other person, demonstrations of
equality, and efforts to keep the conversation going [1].
It is found that not only do women consult more often than
men but also the correlates of primary care utilisation differ between
the sexes. Health status (need) and social role factors (including
parenthood and marital status) are found to be more important for
men, while psychological predisposition is of greater significance
among women [36]. It has also been reported that women more than
men see their symptoms as an expression of a psychic disturbance
[37]. However, research shows that the notion that men and women
communicate in dramatically different ways is exaggerated. It seems
that verbal behaviour in interview in the family medicine consultation
with female patients vs. males shows only small differences. “Neither
the men are of Mars, nor the women of Venus; may be men are from
North Dakota and women from South Dakota”. In any case, we have
communicated that the interviews with women and males, differ in
showing more “Supporting”, and fewer “Disagreement” [21]. On
the other hand, we also communicated that consultations of female
patients with a companion are longer and more verbal behaviours
are performed. In patients female the triadic consultations have more
agreements, but less information is obtained than in the dyadic [38].
Therefore, is this trend in verbal behaviours of more “ Supporting”
and less of “Disagreement” in interviews with female patients vs.
male patients in family medicine varies according to the consultation
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Figure 2: Verbal Behaviours in Female vs. Males Patients in Consultations with Companions (Triads).

Table 3: Verbal behaviours in female vs. Males companions in triads
consultations.
TRIADIC
TRIADIC
RELATIONSHIP:
RELATIONSHIP:
MALE
FEMALE
COMPANIONS
COMPANIONS (n = 4)
(n = 6)
VERBAL
BEHAVIORS
Proposing

Nº (%)

STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Nº (%)

1(2%)

1(2%)

Fisher exact test =
1. NS.

Supporting or
agreeing

12(30%)

22(48%)

X2 = 2.8441. p =
.091709. NS.

Disagreement

1(3%)

1(2%)

Fisher exact test =
1. NS.

Giving
information

17(43%)

20(44%)

X2 = 0.0084. p =
.92718. NS.

Seeking
information

8(20%)

2(4%)

X2 = 5.101. p =
.023913. This
result is signiﬁcant
at p < .05.

Building

1(2%)

2(4%)

Fisher exact test =
1. NS.

Total

40(100%)

46(100%)

X = 56 (rango: 40-67)

X = 55 (rango:
39-66)

Edad

is dyadic or triadic? In this study, we found that female patients,
both when they go to the consultation alone (without companion;
dyadic consultation) and when they go with a companion (triadic
consultation), show behaviours of “Supporting or agreeing” (a
conscious and direct statement of support or agreement with another
person) to a greater extent than male patients in dyadic or triadic
consultations. On the other hand, when females are companion of
patients they show more behaviours of “Seeking Information” than
male companions.
Effective and empathic management of triadic communication
that avoids unnecessary disruption and frustration requires specific
communication skills (e.g. rules and order of conversation). Triadic
communication in medical encounters can be useful, but it is difficult.
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They have been suggested some preliminary strategies for health
professionals to increase the utility of physician-patient-companion
communication [39,40]. We can add that, in triadic consultations, the
presence of female patient or female companions of the patient would
be a positive factor for a better communication.
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Our study has limitations, which have already been published in
part [6,7] in relation to 1) coding difficulties [23]; 2) transcription
from audio to text: doctor, patient and companion contribute to the
discourse, and thus present overlaps, juxtapositions and narrations
together, and these are difficult to transcribe and codify; 3) difficulties
in the role of patient and companion: in the triadic interviews:
the companion, not infrequently consults for herself or herself,
and there is an inversion of roles: the one who was a companion
becomes a patient, and vice versa. This situation complicates the
coding of behavioral styles; 4) the question of representativeness of
the sample: interviews were recorded on normal consultation days,
communication was not subject to fluctuations, and we thought that
by maximizing the diversity of the participants, they represented
the patients and companions usual of the consultation. It may
be thought that the size of the sample is small, but in qualitative
studies this usually is small, and the sample size was given by the
saturation of the data, and was similar to that of other studies of
the same subject [27]; and 5) the content of the interviews was not
collected: only the class or behavioral style of the interaction process.
The conceptualization of the disease is another point of interest that
can vary between participants, doctor, patient and companion. A
different understanding of the origin of a disease, for example, can
cause communication problems and lead to misunderstandings.

CONCLUSION
This article is the third and last part, which completes the analysis
of a study on verbal behaviour in the interview in family medicine,
having previously published the data of gender differences without
taking into account the presence of companions of the patient [21],
and the comparison of female patients with and without companion
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Figure 3: Verbal Behaviours in Female vs. Males Companions sin Triads Consultations.

Table 4: Comparison between verbal behaviours in women patients in dyadic and triadic consultations, and in men patients in dyadic and triadic consultations.
DYADIC
RELATIONSHIP:
FEMALE PATIENTS
(N = 5)

TRIADIC
RELATIONSHIP:
FEMALE PATIENTS
(n = 7)

Nº (%)

Nº (%)

1(1%)

7(4%)

Supporting or
agreeing

34(34%)

Disagreement

DYADIC
RELATIONSHIP:
MALE PATIENTS
(N = 5)

TRIADIC
RELATIONSHIP:
MALE PATIENTS
(n = 3)

Nº (%)

Nº (%)

X2 = 2.2718.
p = .131749. NS.

3(3%)

6(13%)

X2 = 5.0558.
p = .024543.

70(42%)

X2 = 2.0195.
p = .155295. NS.

27(28%)

15(32%)

X2 = 0.2551.
p = .613523. NS.

1(1%)

7(4%)

X2 = 2.2718.
p = .131749. NS.

15(16%)

1(2%)

X2 = 5.7013.
p = .016953.

Giving information

54(53%)

71(43%)

X2 = 2.7387.
p = .097944. NS.

44(45%)

21(45%)

X2 = 0.0059.
p = .938716. NS.

Seeking
information

9(9%)

9(6%)

X2 = 1.1863.
p = .276076. NS.

4(4%)

2(4%)

Fisher exact test = 1.
NS.

Building

2(2%)

1(1%)

Fisher exact test =
0.559406. NS.

4(4%)

2(4%)

Fisher exact test = 1.
NS.

Total

101(100%)

165(100%)

97(100%)

47(100%)

VERBAL
BEHAVIORS
Proposing

STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

[38]. Female patients in both dyads and triads show a greater number
of verbal behaviours than males. Female patients, both when they go
to the consultation alone (without companion; dyadic consultation)
and when they go with a companion (triadic consultation), show
behaviours of “Supporting or agreeing” (a conscious and direct
statement of support or agreement with another person) to a greater
extent than male patients. When females are the companion of
patients they show more behaviours of “Seeking Information” than
male companions. Triads with female patients agree more, and less
information is obtained than dyads with female patients, but without
statistically significant differences. In triads vs. dyads with male
patients there are proposing more and have fewer disagreements.
In short, in the clinical interview in family medicine, the presence
of women in the dyadic or triadic consultation, or as a companion
of the patient, offers a better verbal behaviours profile vs. male
consultation or male companion, to achieve a good consultation [41].
Triads’ consultations with male patients have a better profile of verbal
behaviours those dyads with male patients.
SCIRES Literature - Volume 1 Issue 1 - www.scireslit.com
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STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE
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